









  The exhaust heat of internal combustion engine is discharged into the atmosphere without being 
used effectively. If it can be recovered to produce power by using Stirling engine, the thermal 
efficiency of an internal combustion engine should fairly increase[1][2][3]. Heat capacity and gas 
temperature of exhaust heat are most important elements, when there are considered as high heat 
source of Stirling engine.
  First of all, the hybrid system should be analyzed theoretically in its ideal cycle. In this paper, we 
have derived some analytic equations from theory indicated work of a hybrid system that combines 
Otto cycle with Stirling cycle. The theory indicated work that can be recovered by Stirling cycles of 
number N is shown in the following equation.
  Finally, the exhaust heat recovery limits of a Stirling engine with quasi ideal cycles, as well as the 
experimental results conducted on actual engine, will be discussed.











































































ボア　　　　　　　　 （㎜） 100 100
ストローク　　　　　 （㎜） 30-60 30-60
コンロッド比 3 3



















































 燃焼に必要な理論空気量 ㎏/㎏ 15
 ガソリンの低発熱量 kcal/㎏ 10000
 空気過剰率 1
 燃料消費率 ℊ/(PS・h) 290
 容積効率 0.7
 圧縮比 6.1
 行程容積 cc 34
 最小容積 cc 66.8
 作動ガス質量 ㎏/cycle 計算
 軸出力 PS 3
 エンジン回転数 rpm 3000




 行程容積 cc 222.1
 最小容積 cc 138.9
































































































































エンジン負荷 45％ 再生器枚数 20, 30, 60
排気ガス温度 600℃ バッファ圧力 1〜3atm
排気熱量 3.5kW 圧縮比 1.9、1.82
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